Manipulation of lymphoid microenvironments in nonhuman primates by an inhibitor of the lymphotoxin pathway
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Reticular networks in lymphoid organs play critical roles in the organization of local microenvironments. A number of these elements are maintained by continual signaling through the lymphotoxin in-system. Evaluation of the lymphotoxin (LT) pathway in primates using a fusion protein decoy provides a unique opportunity to assess modulation of splenic microenvironments in a species with considerably greater background immunological activity compared with rodents. Within the germinal center microenvironment, treatment resulted in a collapse of follicular dendritic cell (FDC) networks and in the disappearance of a ringlike network of immune complex–carrying cells, although some other attributes of the germinal center appeared to be unaltered. Treatment also resulted in changes in the splenic marginal zone, a microenvironment where the architecture is notably different from that of the rodent. Cessation of treatment and recovery allowed us to monitor reemergence of these cell types and revealed that FDCs rely on LT-dependent signals to recompact into appropriately positioned tight networks. Despite the loss of FDC networks, the primary Ab response to keyhole limpet hemocyanin was unaltered over a 20-day period. Manipulation of these microenvironments may represent a novel approach to modulating immune function in human disease.


Introduction

The lymphotoxin (LT) system is critically involved in the organization of lymphoid microenvironments, and some of this control over cellular positioning stems from effects on chemokine secretion by the stromal elements and the regulation of surface adhesion molecules (1). A heteromeric LTαβ ligand expressed on a subset of follicular resting B cells and activated B, T, and NK cells interacts with the lymphotoxin-β receptor (LTβR) (2, 3). Interruption of LTβR signaling either by genetic disruption or pharmacologically with Ab’s or a receptor-Ig decoy, results in the collapse of several microenvironments. These microenvironments include a CXCL13 chemokine-secreting reticular stromal network in the follicle, the MADCAM-1–positive endothelial-like cells lining the marginal sinus, and the follicular dendritic cell (FDC) network (4–6). The marginal zone (MZ) is also disrupted in the rodent spleen, and this microenvironment contains a unique type of B cell that is activated in a T-independent fashion. This microenvironment has been implicated recently as a potential source of autoreactive B cells (7, 8).

FDC networks dominate the B cell regions of the spleen, lymph nodes (LNs), and Peyser’s and colonic patches and appear ectopically in organized lymphoid structures in chronically inflamed pathological settings (9–11). FDCs trap immune complexes (ICs) on the surface of their dendrites either by complement receptors CD35 (CR1) or Fc receptors (12). These ICs are thought to play a role in the affinity maturation of humoral responses within the germinal center (GC) reaction (13), and this antigen trapping greatly prolongs the half-life of antigen in an organism following immunization (14). Inhibition of the LT axis led to the rapid disappearance of FDC networks in the rodent, which was surprising given their ability to retain antigen for long periods of time and apparent stability (6). Work with LTα, LTβ, and LTβR knockout mice, as well
as lymphocyte reconstitution experiments, support the concept that LTβ is critical for FDC formation (15, 16). FDCs exist in several forms in the rodent representing distinct stages in mesenchymal cell differentiation. For example, FDC precursors have been demonstrated within the lymphoid tissues (17). In addition, two mature forms of FDC can be distinguished morphologically, with one type residing in the primary follicle, also called the mantle in primate tissues, and the other type existing in the secondary follicle or GC (9).

There are a number of clinically relevant reasons to understand the biology of FDCs as well as the maintenance of reticular networks that form splenic microenvironments such as the MZ. First, in general, manipulation of only some components of the immune system is desirable to dampen activity in autoimmune disease, and as such, FDCs represent a relatively selective therapeutic target. Second, the normal survival signals that affect GC B cells may also be critical for survival of some forms of LN-residing lymphomas (18). Third, the ability to trap IC on the surface of FDCs for prolonged periods of time may be exploited by pathogens. For example, FDCs serve as a reservoir for HIV virions (19, 20), and infectious HIV particles have been shown to remain on FDC networks following antiretroviral treatment (21). Likewise, in animal models of transmissible spongiform encephalopathies (TSEs), replication of the proteinacious infectious pathogen PrPSc occurs specifically in FDCs (22), and a single pretreatment with LTβR-Ig to eliminate FDCs results in a delay of disease onset (23). Fourth, FDCs may provide an interesting window into the spectrum of fibroblastoid cell types. For example, the hyperplastic synovial fibroblasts in rheumatoid arthritis take on FDC-like characteristics and this transition may be important in the pathological process (24). Lastly, the MZ is an additional microcompartment that may contain autoreactive B cells and play a role in the progression of autoimmune disease (7, 8). Therefore, manipulation of this specialized compartment may be useful in the treatment of autoimmune diseases such as systemic lupus erythematosus.

Since LTβR-Ig may serve as a potential therapeutic agent in humans, and given the scarcity of human/prime histological information on in vivo IC trapping, FDC dissolution/recovery, and MZ architecture, we performed a study in cynomolgus monkeys testing the effects of LTβR-Ig treatment. To this end, we have asked three questions: First, does LTβR-Ig affect FDC networks and the splenic MZ in primates where, compared with rodents, the splenic architecture is notably different and there is considerably greater baseline immunological activity? Second, given the importance of IC retention in maintaining a long-term reservoir of both innocuous antigen as well as pathogens in the case of HIV or PrPSc, does LTβR-Ig treatment impact FDC function as measured by IC deposition in primates, and does it impair Ig responses to an antigen? Finally, do FDC networks have the capacity to recover from LTβR-Ig treatment, and if so, has their architecture been altered? To address these questions, we quantified FDCs and their ability to capture IC, analyzed the splenic MZ, and assessed the Ab response to keyhole limpet hemocyanin (KLH) following a 4-week repeat dose study in which cynomolgus monkeys were treated with a human LTβR-Ig fusion protein.

Methods

Animals. Cynomolgus monkeys (Macaca fascicularis) were used in all studies. Forty-six animals (23 males and 23 females) were selected with ages ranging from 3 to 7 years and weighing 2.5–4 kg. These animals were segregated into five groups: vehicle control (saline injection), those intravenously injected with 0.8 mg/kg, 8 mg/kg, and 40 mg/kg LTβR-Ig, and those subcutaneously injected with 8 mg/kg LTβR-Ig. Injections were performed once a week on days 1, 8, 15, and 22, and then animals were sacrificed on day 29 (for nonrecovery animals), day 85 (for 8-week recovery), or day 113 (for 12-week recovery). The human LTβR-human IgG, Fc domain construct was described previously (25). Some animals from each group were selected for a 25-mg/kg intravenous injection of endotoxin-free goat peroxidase-antiperoxidase (PAP; ICN Radiochemicals Inc., Costa Mesa, California, USA) 24 hours before sacrifice. High concentrations of PAP were required because IC complexes are rapidly cleared to the liver (26, 27). All animals were housed at Sierra Biomedical Inc. (Sparks, Nevada, USA), as specified in the United States Department of Agriculture Animal Welfare Act and as described in the Guide for Care and Use of Laboratory Animals.

Immunohistochemistry. Spleens and mesenteric LNs were suspended in OCT (Sakura Finetek, Torrance, California, USA), frozen and sectioned at 5 µm, fixed with acetone, and then stained according to the protocol as described (4). Briefly, nonspecific binding was blocked using TBS/5% BSA/5% horse serum/0.05% Tween 20, and the sections were stained with Ber-Mac-DRC (anti-CD35) (DAKO Corp., Carpinteria, California, USA), or FDC-specific Ab’s (clone CNA.42, unknown FDC-specific antigen), or R42/3 (anti-CD21), as well as anti-CD20 and anti-CD3 Ab’s (all DAKO Corp.). Anti-mouse IgG alkaline phosphatase (AP; Southern Biotechnology Associates, Birmingham, Alabama, USA), anti-mouse IgG horseradish-peroxidase (HRP), or anti-mouse IgM HRP (both Southern Biotechnology Associates) were used as secondary reagents, and control slides were stained with secondary reagents alone (data not shown). AP labeling was followed by nitro blue tetrazolium/5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl phosphate (NBT/BCIP) red or blue color (Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, California, USA), and HRP labeling was followed by 3,3′-diaminobenzidine development (Vector Laboratories). Some slides were counterstained with Giemsa. For fluorescent detection, spleen sections were stained with anti-IgD FITC, Ber-Mac-DRC (anti-CD35), L26 (anti-CD20), Ki-67 (all from DAKO Corp.), Asm-1 (anti-smooth muscle actin; PROGEN Biotechnik GmbH,
Heidelberg, Germany), biotinylated anti–VCAM-1 (PharMingen, San Diego, California, USA), and tyramide signal amplification–rhodamine (TSA-rhodamine) (NEN Life Science Products Inc., Boston, Massachusetts, USA) to detect PAP-associated peroxidase. Animals that did not receive PAP injections exhibited some TSA-rhodamine signal in the red pulp due to endogenous peroxidase in macrophages but not in the follicle (data not shown). Alexa fluor 568- and 680-conjugated anti-mouse IgG and streptavidin-conjugated alexa fluor 568 and 488 were used as secondary reagents (Molecular Probes Inc., Eugene, Oregon, USA). Stained sections were then visualized on a Leica scanning confocal microscope or Leica fluorescent microscope.

In vitro IC deposition assay. Goat PAP at 1 mg/ml was preincubated with 10% fresh human serum for 30 minutes and then applied to nonacetone-fixed frozen spleen sections for 1 hour at room temperature. Slides were then stained with anti-CD20 Ab’s followed by FITC-conjugated anti-mouse IgG stain and TSA-rhodamine development. No PAP deposition was detected in the absence of goat PAP injection (data not shown).

Morphometric analysis of spleen and LN sections. Spleen and LN sections were cut at ×16 and imported into Openlab software (Improvision, Coventry, England). Only slides stained by conventional nonfluorescent immunohistochemical methods were subjected to this analysis. Using a tool to discriminate based on shade differences, FDC network areas were calculated as well as total tissue areas. Settings for the shading tool were kept constant for all sections. Because of the interanimal variability, this approach allowed us to quantify the average affect of treatment on FDC networks throughout the cohort. In the case of PAP quantification, PAP networks located in white pulp areas were enumerated and represented as number of PAP networks per square millimeter of tissue. Typically, three overlapping fields of view (3–4 mm² each) per slide were compiled to assess both FDC areas and PAP networks. All statistical calculations were generated using the Student t test. The methods defined here are similar to other analyses of FDC content performed with human samples (28, 29).

Evaluation of anti-KLH responses. One hundred micrograms KLH (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, Missouri, USA) was prepared as a 1:1 emulsion with incomplete Freund’s adjuvant (IFA) and administered by intradermal injection to the lateral abdominal region at day 8 subsequent to the second dose of LTβR-Ig. Serum was collected for determination of anti-KLH Ab’s prior to KLH dosing, and on days 15, 22, and 28 (i.e., days 7, 14, and 20 after immunization). Titers were then determined by the ELISA method. Briefly, plates were coated with KLH, then blocked to minimize nonspecific binding. Subsequently, standards and serum were added to the plate followed by anti-monkey IgG Ab conjugated to HRP and HRP development (Cappel/ICN Pharmaceuticals Inc., Costa Mesa, California, USA). Titers were normalized over preimmunized anti-KLH levels for each animal.

Results
CD35 staining of FDC networks in spleen and LNs is eliminated following treatment with LTβR-Ig. LTβR-Ig treatment in mice resulted in the disappearance within several days of FDC markers in the spleen (6). Primates have significantly greater baseline immunological activity, and the basic architecture of the primate spleen differs from that in the rodent. For example, unlike the rodent spleen, the T cell–rich periarteriolar lymphoid sheath in monkeys is small and tangential to the predominant follicles, almost all of which contain a GC. Because of these variables, it was uncertain whether the human LTβR-Ig would be an effective modulator of FDC status and function in primates. Therefore, cynomolgus monkeys were given weekly injections of LTβR-Ig for 4 weeks, followed by an assessment of CD35 expression on FDC networks. The LTβR-Ig construct was well tolerated in cynomolgus monkeys, and Ab responses to this therapeutic agent were barely detectable over the course of the study (data not shown). Splenic sections from control animals reveal CD35-positive cells (red) as a tight network within the white pulp areas counterstained with Giemsa blue (Figure 1, a and b). The CD35 staining protocol
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**Figure 1**
FDC networks in the spleen are eliminated in animals treated with LTβR-Ig. Representative spleens from untreated (a and b), treated (8 mg/kg LTβR-Ig) (c and d), and recovery animals (8 mg/kg treatment followed by 3-month recovery) (e and f) were stained with anti-CD35 Ab’s and developed with AP-red. Spleens were counterstained with Giemsa and photographed at ×25 (a, c, e) or ×100 (b, d, f).
was adjusted to detect only CD35-bright cells (FDCs) and not CD35-dim B cells in the mantle or marginal zones. In contrast to control splenic white pulp, the white pulp areas in the LTβR-Ig–treated animals contained vastly reduced numbers of FDC networks (Figure 1, c and d). Similar data were obtained using two other FDC-specific markers, specifically the CNA.42 clone, which stains for an unknown FDC-specific non-lineage marker (Figure 2, d–f), as well as the CD21-specific clone R42/3 (Figure 2, g–i) (30). B cell and T cell areas were also examined using CD20 and CD3 stains, respectively (Figure 2, a–c). No obvious changes in B cell or T cell areas were noted (see identification of white pulp area compartments in a spleen from an untreated animal: note the presence of T cells in what is likely a GC; Figure 2a). However, consistent with what is observed in the rodent (4), some blurring of the T cell/B cell interface was observed with treatment. LTβR-Ig treatment of mice leads to an increase in both T and B cell counts in the blood 1–2 weeks after treatment, and the reasons for this leukocytosis are unknown (unpublished observations). Accordingly, in the peripheral blood of treated monkeys, CD4+ T cell, CD8+ T cell, and CD20+ B cell numbers were found to increase slightly in a dose-dependent manner; however, these changes were small relative to the mouse, and there was considerable interanimal variability (data not shown).

A closer examination of FDC networks by confocal microscopy was performed to analyze the composition of the primate splenic GCs. In the splenic white pulp, IgD-negative GCs were observed surrounded by an IgD-positive mantle zone (green) (Figure 3a). Within the IgD-negative GC, CD35-positive FDCs (red) were observed in a tight network, intermingling with Ki-67–positive cells (blue), indicating the presence of proliferating cells within the GC (31). When spleen sections from LTβR-Ig–treated animals were examined, the CD35 staining was virtually gone from the follicle (Figure 3b). However, the remains of a GC were apparent as evidenced by the IgD-negative area. The amount of Ki-67 staining was approximately the same between treated and nontreated samples, and this was determined by examining Ki-67 staining in isolation on the confocal microscope (data not shown).

Morphometric analysis was used to quantify the reduction in FDC networks where CD35-positive areas were measured and the data are presented as a percentage of the total tissue area. It was important to quantify the affect on CD35-positive areas were measured and the data are presented as a percentage of the total tissue area. It was important to quantify the affect on CD35-positive areas because there was considerable interanimal variability. The percentage of splenic area occupied by FDC networks was significantly reduced at the 0.8 mg/kg, 8 mg/kg, and 40 mg/kg doses (P < 0.002, 0.003, and 0.003, respectively) (Figure 4a). Similar reductions were observed in the LN at the 0.8 mg/kg, 8 mg/kg, and 40 mg/kg doses (P < 0.03, 0.04, and 0.02, respectively) (Figure 4b). We have found that FDC networks in murine LNs are also reduced with treatment (ref. 6 and unpublished observations), and, moreover, the occasional residual mesenteric LNs in LTα−/− mice are similarly devoid of FDCs (32). In addition, the number of FDC networks per square millimeter of tissue was correspondingly reduced with treatment (data not shown). Hence, although these animals exhibit significant preexisting GC activity, CD35 staining of FDC networks in both the spleen and the LN is dramatically reduced with LTβR-Ig treatment at doses as low as 0.8 mg/kg.
Collapsed FDC networks can recover. Mouse studies suggest that FDC networks require approximately 1–2 weeks to form (33). In preliminary studies, examination of spleens from primates dosed with a single injection of 3–5 mg/kg, recovery occurred within a 3- to 5-week window (data not shown). In the major study with repeat dosing, recovery was not detected at 2 months after cessation of treatment (8–40 mg/kg dose groups), but did reappear at 3 months, and the two animals exhibiting the least recovery were from the 40-mg/kg group (Figure 4e). From examination of the serum levels of LTβR-Ig in these studies, we speculate that levels need to fall to at least less than 1–5 µg/ml before FDCs begin to reemerge (data not shown), and this is consistent with a 2- to 3-week recovery period once LTβR-Ig has been sufficiently cleared. In many of the animals that were allowed to recover, the splenic CD35-positive FDC networks appeared larger and more diffuse in comparison with FDC networks from vehicle-treated animals (Figure 1, b vs. f, and Figure 3, a vs. c). We postulate that when FDC networks re-form, it takes time for them to coalesce into a tight, compact structure within the GC. Therefore, treatment with LTβR-Ig does not result in permanent disruption of FDC networks in immunologically active adult primates. When mesenteric LNs were examined, treatment with LTβR-Ig results in a similar decrease in FDC networks. However, unlike the spleen (Figure 4e), FDC networks in the LN were slow to recover, and the 3-month recovery animals were not statistically different from treated animals (data not shown).

The MZ of the spleen is altered with LTβR-Ig treatment. Studies in the rodent demonstrate that a number of MZ markers are lost upon LTβR-Ig treatment (4). Unlike the rodent, the human MZ appears to lack a MZ sinus, and the MZ is divided into an inner and outer compartment separated by a layer of myofibroblasts (34). This myofibroblast layer can be visualized with a mAb to smooth muscle actin (Asm-1) (Figure 5, a–f; red), and this reagent also stains arterioles (see staining within the GC, Figure 5d). Adjacent to this layer on the white pulp side is the IgD-negative/low i-MZ (i-MZ) (Figure 5a, arrows), which borders the IgD positive (green) mantle zone. Spleens from animals treated with LTβR-Ig show no evidence of alteration of the Asm-1–positive layer; however, upon close inspection of this region, the IgD-positive mantle was found to merge into the Asm-1–positive layer without interruption by an IgD-negative/low i-MZ (Figure 5b). In the mouse, VCAM-1 is also expressed in the MZ, and this expression is LT dependent (1). Staining with Ab’s to VCAM-1 revealed intense staining within the GC/FDC network, consistent with expression of VCAM on both murine (35) and human FDCs (36). Importantly, a thin layer of VCAM-1 expression (green) could be detected proximal to the Asm-1 stain (red) (see arrows, Figure 5, c and e). In contrast, VCAM-1 expression, in conjunction with the Asm-1 stain (red), was barely detectable in the MZ from spleens of LTβR-Ig–treated animals (Figure 5, d and f). In some cases, remnants of VCAM-1 expression could be detected in

---

**Figure 3**

Confocal analysis of splenic GCs. Spleens from untreated (a), treated (8 mg/kg LTβR-Ig) (b), and recovery animals (8 mg/kg treatment followed by 3-month recovery) (c) were stained with anti-IgD (green), anti-CD35 (red), and Ki-67 (blue). Spleens were photographed under oil immersion at ×400 on a scanning confocal microscope. Ki-67/CD35 double positive cells appear as magenta colored in (a).

**Figure 4**

FDC network areas in the spleen are significantly diminished following treatment with LTβR-Ig in all dose groups. Spleen sections stained with anti-CD35 Ab’s were subjected to morphometric analysis. FDC networks in the spleen (a and c) and LN (b) were quantified in terms of areas compared with overall tissue area. For D29 (day 29) data, 8-mg/kg intravenous and subcutaneous groups were combined. For recovery data (c), all doses were combined.
what looked to be decaying GC (Figure 5f). Thus, not only is FDC-associated expression of CD35 and CD21 complement receptors absent after treatment, but this correlates with other FDC markers such as VCAM-1. In agreement with these observations, detection of VCAM-1 in conjunction with IgD confirmed the MZ and GC location of VCAM-1 expression in untreated (Figure 5g), but not LTβR-Ig–treated, (Figure 5h) animals. It is possible that the VCAM-1–positive cells in the i-MZ are precursor FDCs. Therefore, treatment with LTβR-Ig affects the primate MZ microenvironment despite key architectural differences in this structure between the rodent and primate.

**Figure 5**

LTβR-Ig treatment results in changes in the splenic MZ. Spleens from untreated (a, c, e, g) and treated (8 mg/kg LTβR-Ig) animals (b, d, f, h) were stained with Asm-1 (red) and anti-IgD (green) (a, b), or stained with Asm-1 (red) and anti-VCAM-1 (green) (c–f), or stained with anti-IgD (green) with anti-VCAM-1 (green) (g–h). The i-MZ is identified (a) with arrows. The Asm-1/VCAM-1–positive MZ is identified (c, e, g) with arrows. Representative spleens were examined by fluorescence microscopy and were photographed at ×100 (a, b, c, d, g, h) or 200× (e–f).

**Immune complex deposition in primates.** Because FDCs retain antigen in the form of IC (12), FDC function may be assessed by evaluating preformed IC trapping in the spleen. IC applied directly to frozen primate spleen sections in vitro are observed to localize to the FDC network in a uniform manner (red) (Figure 6, a and b). However, in agreement with IC trapping on human tissues (37), in the absence of fresh serum, in vitro trapping of IC was inhibited, suggesting that IC trapping on monkey FDCs is complement dependent (Figure 6, c and d). Interestingly, dependence on serum for IC trapping to FDC networks was not observed for in vitro IC deposition onto mouse splenic tissue (data not shown).

**Figure 6**

Immune complex trapping in primate spleens. Spleens from untreated primates were stained with PAP in vitro in the presence (a and b) or absence (c and d) of 10% fresh human serum and stained with FITC anti-CD20 Ab’s (green) and TSA-rhodamine (red) to develop PAP. In other studies, primates were injected with 25 mg/kg of PAP 24 hours before sacrifice. Spleen sections from these animals were stained with TSA-rhodamine (red) to develop endogenous peroxidase from the PAP and stained with FITC anti-CD20 Ab’s (e, f, i) to identify mantle area and FITC anti-CD35 Ab’s (g, h, j) to identify FDC networks. Representative spleens from three animals were examined by fluorescence microscopy and photographed at ×100 (a–h) or ×200 (i and j).
This suggests that these two species diverge in the requirement for complement in IC trapping and that in the mouse, Fc receptors may be sufficient for this process. In agreement with this hypothesis, Yoshida et al. have shown that in vitro IC trapping in mouse secondary follicle GCs could be induced in the absence of serum (38); however, IC trapping in vivo appears to be dependent on FDC-specific expression of complement receptors (39).

Using methodology developed from rodent studies, the process of IC trapping in vivo in primates was also studied by injecting 25 mg/kg IC intravenously 24 hours before sacrifice (40, 41). Splenic sections were then stained with anti-CD20 mAb to detect mantle and MZ B cells, or with anti-CD35 mAb to detect FDC networks (green), and costained with TSA-rhodamine to detect peroxidase from the PAP ICs (Figure 6, e–j). In most follicles, PAP-positive cells were located in a ring within the CD20-positive follicle (Figure 6, e–f) that encircled the CD35-positive FDC network (Figure 6, g and h). Since in primates most of the follicles contain GCs, IC-injected animals exhibit spleens filled with these ringlike networks. Higher magnification reveals that these PAP-positive cells have a dendritic morphology and costained with anti-CD35 (yellow cells, Figure 6j), but not with anti-CD20 Ab's (Figure 6i), consistent with the interpretation that these are, in fact, genuine FDCs.

**Delineation and quantification of functional FDC networks.** Using the in vivo IC-trapping approach, FDC function was evaluated in treated and untreated primates. In control animal spleens, the ringlike PAP networks are detected in many of the CD20-stained B cell follicles (Figure 7, a and d, arrows). However, monkeys treated with as little as 0.8 mg/kg LTβR-Ig exhibit impaired IC trapping as evidenced by the decreased numbers of PAP networks (Figure 7, b, e, and g) (P < 0.05). Recovery of IC trapping paralleled the restoration of CD35 expression (Figure 7, c, f, and g). Likewise, the restored PAP networks in many follicles were also broader and more diffuse compared with mature networks as was observed with CD35 recovery (see Figure 7f). IC is trapped primarily in the spleen and liver, and the LN does not have immediate access to blood-borne antigen. Antigen would need to enter via the lymph to become trapped within the LN. As expected, very few LN sections contained PAP-positive networks, and therefore they were not quantified.

Using IgD to demarcate the mantle or primary follicle from the GC and the MZ, PAP deposition was observed not shown). This suggests that these two species diverge in the requirement for complement in IC trapping and that in the mouse, Fc receptors may be sufficient for this process. In agreement with this hypothesis, Yoshida et al. have shown that in vitro IC trapping in mouse secondary follicle GCs could be induced in the absence of serum (38); however, IC trapping in vivo appears to be dependent on FDC-specific expression of complement receptors (39).

Using methodology developed from rodent studies, the process of IC trapping in vivo in primates was also studied by injecting 25 mg/kg IC intravenously 24 hours before sacrifice (40, 41). Splenic sections were then stained with anti-CD20 mAb to detect mantle and MZ B cells, or with anti-CD35 mAb to detect FDC networks (green), and costained with TSA-rhodamine to detect peroxidase from the PAP ICs (Figure 6, e–j). In most follicles, PAP-positive cells were located in a ring within the CD20-positive follicle (Figure 6, e–f) that encircled the CD35-positive FDC network (Figure 6, g and h). Since in primates most of the follicles contain GCs, IC-injected animals exhibit spleens filled with these ringlike networks. Higher magnification reveals that these PAP-positive cells have a dendritic morphology and costained with anti-CD35 (yellow cells, Figure 6j), but not with anti-CD20 Ab's (Figure 6i), consistent with the interpretation that these are, in fact, genuine FDCs.

**Delineation and quantification of functional FDC networks.** Using the in vivo IC-trapping approach, FDC function was evaluated in treated and untreated primates. In control animal spleens, the ringlike PAP networks are detected in many of the CD20-stained B cell follicles (Figure 7, a and d, arrows). However, monkeys treated with as little as 0.8 mg/kg LTβR-Ig exhibit impaired IC trapping as evidenced by the decreased numbers of PAP networks (Figure 7, b, e, and g) (P < 0.05). Recovery of IC trapping paralleled the restoration of CD35 expression (Figure 7, c, f, and g). Likewise, the restored PAP networks in many follicles were also broader and more diffuse compared with mature networks as was observed with CD35 recovery (see Figure 7f). IC is trapped primarily in the spleen and liver, and the LN does not have immediate access to blood-borne antigen. Antigen would need to enter via the lymph to become trapped within the LN. As expected, very few LN sections contained PAP-positive networks, and therefore they were not quantified.

Using IgD to demarcate the mantle or primary follicle from the GC and the MZ, PAP deposition was observed not shown). This suggests that these two species diverge in the requirement for complement in IC trapping and that in the mouse, Fc receptors may be sufficient for this process. In agreement with this hypothesis, Yoshida et al. have shown that in vitro IC trapping in mouse secondary follicle GCs could be induced in the absence of serum (38); however, IC trapping in vivo appears to be dependent on FDC-specific expression of complement receptors (39).
KLH Ab responses are unaffected by LTβR-Ig treatment. Serum was collected from primates immunized with KLH in IFA at day 7 (white bars), 14 (gray bars), and 20 (black bars) and subjected to ELISA to determine relative titers of anti-KLH Ab’s. Titers were normalized over preimmunized anti-KLH levels for each animal, which typically ranged from 1 to 50. The data from both 10 mg/kg intravenous and 10 mg/kg subcutaneous immunization routes were combined, and the number of animals in each group was at least ten. Error bars represent SEM.

Figure 9
KLH Ab responses are unaffected by LTβR-Ig treatment. Serum was collected from primates immunized with KLH in IFA at day 7 (white bars), 14 (gray bars), and 20 (black bars) and subjected to ELISA to determine relative titers of anti-KLH Ab’s. Titers were normalized over preimmunized anti-KLH levels for each animal, which typically ranged from 1 to 50. The data from both 10 mg/kg intravenous and 10 mg/kg subcutaneous immunization routes were combined, and the number of animals in each group was at least ten. Error bars represent SEM.

on the rim of the GC in untreated animals, although a small amount of PAP deposition was also noted in the IgD-positive mantle (Figure 8, a and b). We cannot discount the possibility that PAP-positive cells originate elsewhere, e.g., from the MZ. We suspect that analysis at 24 hours after PAP injection prevented visualization of the earliest PAP-positive cells and, indeed, in the LN migration of antigen transport cells occurs as early as 1 minute after local HRP injection and is complete by 24 hours (42). Taken together, the ringlike appearance of IC in vivo around FDC networks indicates that IC must be deposited or transferred from transport cells that move through the mantle zone to the outer ring of the GC. In the case of animals recovering from LTβR-Ig treatment, PAP was clearly localized to FDC-like cells in a broad diffuse band (Figure 8, c and d). In contrast to untreated animals, the PAP-positive cells appeared to move deeper into the IgD-negative GC region. We postulate that in an untreated animal, tightly formed FDC networks in active GCs prevent immigration of PAP carrying FDC-like cells into the GC and restrict their localization to the GC rim. In the case of animals recovering from treatment, the FDC network appears loosely aggregated and diffuse, suggesting that this microenvironment may not have completely reestablished itself. In addition, the i-MZ collapsed with treatment, resulting in the myofibroblast layer directly abutting the IgD+ primary follicle, and VCAM-1 expression in the MZ was vastly reduced. Lastly, FDC networks reappeared and regained IC trapping function following clearance of the inhibitor, although the networks appeared diffuse, and IC bearing cells distributed more loosely in and around the GC.

We had established previously in nonimmunized mice that FDC networks required continual LTβR signaling to remain mature (6). Because of significant differences in splenic morphology and the fact that most of the white pulp contains secondary rather than primary follicles in the primate, it was unclear if the LT system would serve the same regulatory function in primates as it does in rodents. The results presented here show that even in a mixed collection of new and aging GCs, LT inhibition results in downmodulation of FDC networks. The loss of FDC networks appears to be uncoupled from the maintenance of GC integrity. IgD-negative regions corresponding to GCs can be observed that have been emptied of CD35-positive resident FDCs, yet contain Ki-67-positive cells that appear to be proliferating B cells. Consistent with this observation, LTβR/− mice that lack FDC networks show evidence of GC-like cell clusters in B cell follicles following immunization, and FDC-less GCs can be seen in the lymph nodes of CXCL13 chemokine–deficient mice (2, 46).

Compared with the rodent system, the architecture of primate and human MZ remains poorly understood, and outside of histological observations, there are few if any functional analyses. In humans and primates, the i-MZ is sparsely populated with IgD-positive B cells as

Discussion
These results show that inhibition of the LT pathway alters the FDC and MZ microenvironments in a primate. Following a 4-week treatment of LTβR-Ig, CD21, CD35, and VCAM, staining diminished or disappeared. Coincident with FDC disappearance, injected immune complexes did not trap within the outer edges of the germinal centers, indicating that the FDC networks were not only invisible, but also functionally impaired. In addition, the i-MZ collapsed with treatment, resulting in the myofibroblast layer directly abutting the IgD+ primary follicle, and VCAM-1 expression in the MZ was vastly reduced. Lastly, FDC networks reappeared and regained IC trapping function following clearance of the inhibitor, although the networks appeared diffuse, and IC bearing cells distributed more loosely in and around the GC.
opposed to the mantle that is rich in follicular IgD-positive cells. Using fluorescence microscopy, changes in this microenvironment are evident with treatment. We found that the IgD-negative i-MZ collapsed with LTβR-Ig treatment, consistent with the observations that this compartment is under LT control in rodents (4). The ability to modulate the i-MZ by LT inhibition indicates that this is a distinct compartment. We also observed that LTβR-Ig treatment resulted in vastly reduced VCAM-1 expression in the MZ, in agreement with data in the mouse (1). What type of MZ cells display VCAM is not clear, but precursor FDC or stromal elements are possibilities. We were unable to find suitable markers for the outer MZ (o-MZ) and hence could not determine if the o-MZ was also under LT control. This question is of potential interest since the function of the o-MZ is unknown, and, moreover, this zone abuts the peril follicular zone. The peril follicular zone contains sailoadhesin-positive macrophages that may resemble similar cells in the rodent MZ. These macrophages surround sheathed capillaries that are possibly candidates for the antigen-sensing structures corresponding to the rodent MZ sinus (34). Since primates lack a marginal sinus, it is unclear how blood-borne antigen is presented to antigen-presenting cells in the spleen (4). Exploring how primates treated with LTβR-Ig respond to such antigens will therefore be of interest. Curiously, T cells are present in the i-MZ and myofibroblast regions in a manner that varied from follicle to follicle, even within one spleen (34). The rodent MZ, by comparison, is relatively free of T cells. This region may therefore have a function that is not exactly paralleled in the rodent. These results are the first to show that the primate MZ can be modulated.

This study was also designed to determine if FDC function, as measured by IC trapping, is impaired with LTβR-Ig treatment. By injecting preformed IC 24 hours prior to sacrifice, we have visualized IC-bearing FDC-like cells arranged in a ringlike network that localizes to the rim of the GC. Moreover, these networks are significantly decreased in treated animals and recover after 3 months. Hence, LTβR-Ig treatment not only dissolves FDC networks but also prevents further IC trapping in lymphoid tissues.

The images of IC trapping onto the FDC network reported here are consistent with what is known about antigen transport to the FDC network in the rodent (42, 47, 48). In the spleen, antigen is presumably captured by cellular elements that sample blood percolating through the MZ. In the lymph node, cell bound and/or soluble antigen enters with the lymph and localizes to the subcapsular sinus. Antigen is either transferred directly to precursors of the FDC or via ill-defined antigen-transporting cells that pass the antigen to the FDC networks (42, 49). While this analysis was confined to a relatively late time point, these data show that essentially all of the IC-positive cells at 24 hours are FDC-like, i.e., CD35 positive and CD20 negative. Moreover, we have observed in some samples a continuum of PAP staining that extends through the mantle zone and forms a ring around preexisting GCs. This observation suggests the movement of IC-positive FDC-like cells toward the GC. In this case, FDCs would appear to be quite mobile, which is perhaps consistent with their surprisingly fast disappearance following LT inhibition in the rodent. In animals that were allowed to recover from LTβR-Ig treatment, the IC-positive FDC-like cells were also located near the GC; however, in some cases, they were found within the GC itself and not restricted to the rim of the GC. This may reflect the relatively loose, diffuse structure of the recovering GC. In most cases where in vivo IC deposition has been examined in the rodent, these ringlike structures have not been observed (4), and hints of a ring conformation were only revealed in FcRγ chain knockout animals where IC deposition was enhanced (41). It is possible that IC deposition may be somewhat different in clean-caged mice that have been immunized against only a small number of antigens, as opposed to primates that encounter more frequent and diverse immunological challenges.

After a recovery phase, CD35-positive, IC-positive, FDC-like networks often reappear as larger, more diffuse structures when compared with the mature dense networks in untreated animals. While we view these diffuse structures as nascent networks, the exact interpretation is complicated by our inability to differentiate between primary follicles, vestigial decaying GCs, viable FDC-less GCs, and de novo GC events. FDC network recovery was evident in the spleen, but the networks in the LN did not recover to a normal level, indicating a much slower process. There are hints that FDC networks in the LN may differ from those in the spleen, but the details remain obscure (2). The observations in the spleen indicate that the microenvironmental changes are reversible, which is consistent with the relatively plastic nature of the immune organs.

The effects of LTβR signaling on FDC function probably occur at multiple levels. First, LT signaling is likely required for the formation of FDC precursors since most samples from treated animals exhibited a fairly complete absence of PAP deposition. Secondly, the maintenance of mature FDCs requires continual LT signaling as evidenced by the complete absence of FDCs within secondary follicles in treated animals. Finally, while not yet formally demonstrated, it is possible that cells in the GC produce a chemokine that forces FDC migration from the mantle into the GC, and this process may be under LT/TNF control. The diffuse pattern of CD35 staining observed during recovery from LTβR-Ig treatment suggests that during the early stages of recovery, the chemokine gradient has not yet reestablished itself, and hence the FDC have not completely migrated and compacted into the GC.

Here, we found that LTβR-Ig treatment had no effect on the response to a neo-antigen, KLH, and this result is consistent with observations in mouse experiments, although different adjuvants were used, i.e., IFA versus alum (4). If FDCs are the major cell type required for
antigen trapping, eliminating this antigen reservoir should perhaps lead to compromised affinity maturation of the humoral response. Evaluation of the quality of Ab responses typically has been difficult in the rodent, with the NP system being one of the most intensely studied. In the mouse, the linkage between FDC networks and affinity maturation has remained poorly resolved for several reasons. First, LTβ-deficient mice have been used to assess affinity maturation with varying results; however, these mice lack LNs, thus complicating analyses. In addition, other confounding factors include the amount of antigen, the adjuvant, and route of administration (4, 43–45, 50). Using LTβR-Ig treatment to eradicate FDC networks in normal mice, we did not observe impaired affinity maturation in the standard NP-KLH system, although a relatively large antigen dose was used (Browning and Vorap, unpublished observations). Assessment of the impact of LTβR-Ig treatment on affinity maturation in the primate will probably require further refinement of the available indicator systems in the rodent.

There are several reasons why the use of LTβR-Ig to disrupt FDCs and the splenic MZ may have important therapeutic consequences. First, FDCs are an important reservoir for some pathogens such as HIV and PrPSc; thus removal of this reservoir may represent a novel therapy for dealing with these infectious particles. Second, FDCs may promote survival of LN-resident lymphomas, and FDC-like cells appear in the synovial microenvironment in some rheumatoid arthritis patients; hence, elimination of FDCs could potentially cut off inappropriate survival signals in pathogenic settings. Finally, CD21+ memory B cells are found in the splenic MZ in humans (51), and cells within this microenvironment may be important in systemic humoral-based autoimmune diseases—hence disruption of the MZ microenvironment may also have a therapeutic benefit. Therefore, despite several differences between rodent and primate splenic architecture, this study demonstrates that FDC networks and the splenic MZ in these species are controlled by the LT system in a similar manner. Moreover, the differences in primate architecture, in particular the predominance of GCs of various stages throughout the spleen, have been exploited in this study to assess FDC migration, recovery, and function, as well as an evaluation of LT-sensitive aspects of the MZ. Given its ability to selectively manipulate elements of the immunological microenvironment in primates, LTβR-Ig represents a novel approach for the treatment of human disease.
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